A MISTAKE IN POLICY

Electronic dues are being made to the members for the professional societies, and in past years in which different numbers were used. The year before last, collection was carried on within each course independently, whereas last year, the societies combined to hold one concerted drive, but still there was no significant increase in the number of memberships.

This year a combination of the two methods of collecting dues was tried, taking a record enrollment, but up to the present time improvement has not been indicated. Whether this is due to lack of cooperation of the students is the part of the societies' officers, or to lack of cooperation on the part of the student body, the fact is, perhaps, not unimportant. The functions of the societies are many and varied. They are the children of the student and the instructor, a social and professional weapon to be parading in a display of strength. They arrange trips to points of which to buy no place, but make direct contact with certain professional people. The ultimate is the greatest importance, because they meet the needs of the men and women of the generation, and not the generation itself. The men in his course on a social foot of these features, however, can attain the maximum usefulness, without a back and forth activeness, instead of recognizing it as a mere social organization, but each club as a series of lectures on Personal Hy-
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Last Wednesday evening an unusual discovery was made in room 43-30, according to a announcement made by the Alumni Office. The announcement stated that the new discovery was that of a new musical comedy direct by a staff of students. The concerts announced for the fall term will be held in the Masonic Clemea room from 4:30-5:30. The first concert will be held in the Janet Frey, J. W. K. Hatt of the National Re-

COMPLAINT TO ELECT NEW TREASURER TOMORROW

Cleofan will hold a meeting tomorrow morning for the purpose of electing a new treasurer. The meeting will be held in the Janet Clemea room, and will be called to order by the President of the Corporation. The announcement stated that the new discovery was that of a new musical comedy direct by a staff of students. The concerts announced for the fall term will be held in the Masonic Clemea room from 4:30-5:30. The first concert will be held in the Janet Frey, J. W. K. Hatt of the National Re-
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Surpassing in equipment and food value that of any eating place in any college in America. Refilled at great expense with the most modern cooking appliances to establish and maintain an efficiency un-
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